
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES FOR THE PRIZE FOR THE OUTSTANDING M.Sc/M.A.
THESIS IN CARTOGRAPHY, GEODESY AND/OR GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION.

Whole application process is done through EasyChair  (http://easychair.org/). Should you not have 
an account you must create a EasyChair. In the process of creating the account you will request an
email address. This email should be an account you check regularly as all communications will be 
made by this means.

The web address for the postulation will be communicated in a timely manner.

For the nomination you are asked to:
1. Article title.
2. Abstract.
3. Keywords.
4. Select the topics of the item within a list.

In order to properly find a reviewer for your thesis is also familiar with your language please select 
all items that apply, BUT always select the language used by the thesis (not the languages you are
familiar with)
Ex.:  If  you are a spanish native speaker but your thesis is written in French, and it  deals with
aspects of Cartographic Theory, you should mark  //Asterisk * means a tickmark//

AGENDA DE INVESTIGACIÓN DE LA ICA/ICA RESEARCH AGENDA/AGENDA DE PESQUISA
ICA/PROGRAMME DE RECHERCHE ICA
    Teoría cartográfica/Cartographic theory/Teoria cartográfica/Théorie cartographique
     A7) Español    A7) Português
     A7) English    *A7) Français

The option A7) Español should be ignored. Other items (like B2 Conceptual foundations) can be
selected as well. There is no limit to how many items do you feel match your thesis. However, just
one language in each must be selected.

1. Candidate's citizenship.
2. Full title of the thesis
3. Year of approval of the thesis.
4. URL of the full thesis. It must provide a link where you can download the full text of the 

thesis as may be required by the jury of the prize.
5. Name of advisor or advisors.
6. Email address of the advisor or advisors.
7. Organization and/or University name wing belongs M.Sc./M.A. program performed.
8. Organization and/or University address including city, state, zip code and country.
9. Individual in charge of the academic program name.
10. Individual in charge of the academic program name e-mail.
11. Paper. The name of the author must not appear in it so that the evaluation is anonymous. 
12. Curriculum vitae. See below accepted formats.
13. Document of the organization or university clearly indicating the approval date of the 

thesis.
14. Assignment of rights signed. The assignment of rights can be found in 

http://comisiones.ipgh.org/CARTOGRAFIA/Premio  MSc  .html  



We accept  an URL pointing  to  a standarized CV of  the cvLAC (or  LATTES)  format.  It  is  the
recommended one.
We  accept  also  the  short  biosketch  of  the  US  National  Science  Foundation  described  at
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf13001/gpg_2.jsp#IIC2f

As a last resort we offer the format described (in spanish) at
http://www.facmed.unam.mx/ct/formatos/cvitae.pdf


